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DATA BREACHES INVOLVING the personal information of consumers
have recently appeared prominently in headlines. In California, for exam-
ple, it is estimated that over 2.5 million residents were put at risk by
data breaches in 2012, including five major breaches that each affected
the personal information of 100,000 or more people.1 California busi-
nesses, which must give notice when a data breach results in unau-
thorized access to the unencrypted personal information of consumers,
are under siege. As recently highlighted by an SEC roundtable, cyber-
security—including the issue of whether and how to disclose a breach—
is receiving considerable scrutiny from legislators and regulators.

Disclosure of cybersecurity problems by public companies, for
example, presents an interesting confluence of policy considerations
for which there is still no consensus. On the one hand, investors may
be interested in whether and to what extent a corporation may be bur-
dened by cybersecurity expenses—whether they be the cost of build-
ing defenses or the losses arising from a breach. On the other hand,
detailed discussion of the value of vulnerable assets or the reasons for
their vulnerability may attract predators.

So far, the SEC has been taking a measured approach to the
cybersecurity disclosure issue. In October 2011, the staff of the SEC’s
Division of Corporate Finance published written guidance.2 The
guidance followed a May 2011 letter from five senators to then-SEC
Chair Mary Schapiro requesting that the commission “develop and
publish interpretative guidance clarifying existing disclosure require-
ments pertaining to information security risk, including material
information [about] security breaches involving intellectual property
or trade secrets.”3 Although the guidance does not create any new rule
or regulation, it does respond to the senators’ request by offering the
views of the corporate finance staff on how public companies may
assess what disclosures should be provided about cybersecurity mat-
ters. The staff discussed the need to disclose risks that have materi-
alized into breaches and risks of future incidents.4

In the October 2011 guidance, the staff notes that while no exist-
ing rules or regulations explicitly refer to the need for cybersecurity
disclosure, a number of existing SEC requirements are broad enough
to potentially encompass the issue. In particular, the staff opines that
various provisions of the SEC’s Regulation S-K5 could touch on the
need for cybersecurity disclosures in a company’s periodic reports filed
with the SEC. For example, citing Item 503(c) of Regulation S-K, the
staff suggests that a company may consider disclosing “the risk of cyber
incidents if these issues are among the most significant factors that make
an investment in the company speculative or risky.” In addition, cit-
ing Item 303 of Regulation S-K, the staff indicates that a company may
want to address cybersecurity matters in the section of its periodic fil-
ings devoted to “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and results of Operations.” The section covers known
incidents or risks of possible incidents that reach the level of a “mate-
rial event, trend, or uncertainty that is reasonably likely to have a mate-
rial effect on [a company’s] results of operations, liquidity, or finan-
cial condition or would cause reported financial information not to

be necessarily indicative of future operating results or financial con-
dition.” The staff also notes Item 103 of Regulation of S-K, which
requires a brief description of material pending legal proceedings.6

Apart from the technical discussion of which existing rules and reg-
ulations might be implicated by cybersecurity issues, the Corporate
Finance staff made three general observations. First, the guidance
recognizes that an assessment of whether and to what extent cyber-
security disclosures should be made in light of each company’s “spe-
cific facts and circumstances.” There is no one-size-fits-all analysis.
Second, the staff states that “we are mindful of potential concerns that
detailed disclosures could compromise cybersecurity issues—for exam-
ple, by providing a ‘roadmap’ for those who seek to infiltrate a [com-
pany’s] network security” and, therefore, “we emphasize that disclo-
sures of that nature are not required under the federal securities
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laws.” Third, in a related point, the staff
explains that while companies “should provide
disclosure tailored to their particular circum-
stances and avoid generic ‘boilerplate’ dis-
closure, we reiterate that the federal securities
laws do not require disclosure that itself would
compromise a [company’s] cybersecurity.”7

On this last point, the staff recommends
that while companies should not make a dis-
closure that would compromise cybersecurity,
they “should provide sufficient disclosure to
allow investors to appreciate the nature of the
risks faced by the particular [company] in a
manner that would not have that conse-
quence.” The guidance does not explain how
to do so. The tension between the risk of
disclosure and the risk of nondisclosure may
help explain the SEC’s approach to cyberse-
curity after the guidance was published, which
generally has been to evaluate the issue on a
case-by-case basis.

SEC Practice after the Guidance

According to SEC Chair Mary Jo White, in the
18 months following publication of the guid-
ance, the Corporate Finance staff issued com-
ments addressing cybersecurity matters to
approximately 50 public companies of vary-
ing size and in a wide variety of industries.8

Many comments focus on disclosure of past
incidents.

For example, in a case in which a company
stated that it “continue[s] to face increasing
cyber security threats,” the staff requested
that the company provide it information on
whether the company had experienced any
“breaches, hacker attacks, unauthorized access
and misuse, computer viruses and other cyber-
security risks and events in the past and, if so,
what consideration you have given to dis-
closing such events in your risk factors.”9 In
a similar case, the staff asked for information
about whether a company had experienced
any security breaches or attacks, even if they
had not resulted in an adverse effect. The
staff indicated that if the company had expe-
rienced such incidents, it should consider
making investors aware.10

In a somewhat different vein, the staff has
expressed doubt when companies claim that
access to their computer systems by unautho-
rized users is unlikely. For example, in com-
menting on a foreign company’s registration
statement containing such an assertion, the
staff requested that “[g]iven the risks associ-
ated with cybersecurity breaches,” the com-
pany should “please consider revising” this
assertion and, “[f]urthermore, tell us what
consideration you gave to including risk fac-
tor disclosure.”11

Some have questioned whether more should
be done. In April 2013, Senator John D.
Rockefeller IV wrote to White to urge that she
make cybersecurity one of her highest priori-

ties.12 Rockefeller explained that he
“applauded” the October 2011 guidance “as
an important first step in the right direction,”
and noted that “it certainly made a positive
impact on disclosures.” However, he opined
that public company “disclosures are generally
still insufficient for investors to discern the
true costs and benefits of companies’ cyberse-
curity practices.”

Rockefeller tied his concerns about the suf-
ficiency of corporate cybersecurity disclo-
sures to his general concern that the United
States is not adequately protecting itself with
respect to cybersecurity. He asserted that
“[i]nvestors deserve to know whether com-
panies are effectively addressing their cyber-
security risks,” calling this information “indis-
pensable to efficient markets.” He explained
his belief that, “as a country, we need the pri-
vate sector to make significant investments in
cybersecurity,” and suggested that “[f]ormal
guidance from the SEC on this issue will be
a strong signal to the market that the com-
panies need to take their cybersecurity efforts
seriously.” Thus, “given the growing signifi-
cance of cybersecurity on investors’ and stock-
holders’ decisions, the SEC should elevate
[the staff’s] guidance and issue it at the
Commission level as well.”13

In her letter responding to Rockefeller,
White agreed that cybersecurity disclosure
“is a very important issue that is of increas-
ing concern for public companies, our finan-
cial markets, and the nation.” However, she
demurred on the senator’s request that the
SEC elevate the existing Corporate Finance
staff guidance to the Commission level, equat-
ing cybersecurity risks “with other business
risks” that should be “among the factors a
public company would consider in evaluating
its disclosure obligations.” Nevertheless, she
praised the efforts of the SEC staff in pro-
mulgating the October 2011 guidance and in
reviewing companies’ disclosures, highlight-
ing the number and breadth of the comments
provided to individual companies on cyber-
security issues. White emphasized that the
SEC staff “continues both to prioritize this
important matter in its review of public com-
pany disclosures and to issue comments con-
cerning cybersecurity.” She also explained
that the staff “is actively engaged in dis-
cussing publicly both cybersecurity matters
and the guidance to remind public companies
of the staff’s view of the importance of cyber-
security disclosure” and “is using the infor-
mation gathered through these efforts to eval-
uate the efficacy of the guidance.” She
concluded by telling the senator that she has
“asked the staff to provide [her] with a brief-
ing of the current disclosure practices and
overall compliance with the guidance, as well
as any recommendations they have regarding
further action in this area.”14

In the months following the exchange
between Rockefeller and White, a series of
high-profile data breaches rattled the public.
In December 2013, for example, Target
Corporation announced a data breach result-
ing in the theft of approximately 40 million
credit and debit card account numbers. Then,
in January 2014, the Neiman Marcus Group
confirmed that a similar theft had occurred at
its stores, resulting in a spike in fraudulent
credit and debit charges on cards that had been
used at those stores. In February, Las Vegas
Sands Corporation, the world’s largest casino
company, revealed a cybersecurity breach that
resulted in the theft of customer and employee
data. These breaches echo previous events
like those at T.J. Maxx in 2006, which resulted
in the theft of approximately 45 million credit
and debit card account numbers. Overall,
according to the Identity Theft Resource
Center, 2013 was a record year, with more
than 600 breaches reported nationwide.

In the face of these events, in March the
SEC hosted a roundtable to focus on cyber-
security and the challenges it raises for Am -
erican companies, regulators, and law enforce-
ment agencies. Participants included all five
SEC commissioners, high-ranking officials
from other government agencies, and indus-
try leaders from the private sector. The issue
of the disclosure obligations of public com-
panies generated considerable discussion.
Although the panelists participating in the
roundtable seemed to agree that cybersecurity
is of growing importance to market partici-
pants, there was little consensus on how best
to address the issue of disclosure.15

Comments from the commissioners are
illustrative. In her opening remarks, White
focused on the materiality standard that is
applicable generally to all financial disclo-
sures. In contrast, the comments of Com mis -
sioner Kara Stein suggested that cybersecu-
rity matters may need to be disclosed even
absent materiality.16 Other panelists, particu-
larly those from the private sector, cautioned
that the SEC should tread lightly in consider-
ing whether to change reporting requirements.
Roberta Karmel, a former SEC commissioner
and current law professor, suggested that dis-
closure may not be in the public’s interest.
Heavy-handed disclosure requirements could
exacerbate risk by bringing breaches to the
attention of those who may seek to exploit
them, and, as the private sector participants
argued, greater disclosure obligations could
result in greater litigation risk without any
increased investor protection. Commissioner
Luis A. Aguilar may have summarized best:
“There is no doubt that the SEC must play a
role in this area. What is less clear is what that
role should be.”17

The SEC’s interest in cybersecurity dis-
closures extends both to incidents that have
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already occurred and to the risk of future
incidents. The staff’s comment letters, for
example, have pushed companies for more
information about the occurrence of past
incidents and questioned how this history
might reflect on the nature and scope of the
risks that companies face.

Notably, public companies in the United
States are already subject to a web of state
laws mandating notice of data breaches
involving the personal information of con-
sumers. In this regard, California has been a
leader in the field and is generally regarded as
having among the most comprehensive
rules.18 Under California law, public and pri-
vate companies doing business in California
or with California residents are required to
give notice when a data breach results in
unauthorized access to certain unencrypted
personal information of consumers.19 If a
breach triggers a company’s disclosure oblig-
ations, the business must notify any and all
California residents whose personal infor-
mation was acquired, or is believed to have
been acquired, “in the most expedient time
possible and without unreasonable delay.”20

While comprehensive, California’s notification
requirement does not take into considera-
tion the consequences resulting from the man-
ner and timing of notification with respect to
federally regulated securities.

The confluence of state consumer notifi-
cation requirements and federal securities lit-
igation is illustrated by the case of Choice -
Point. A spinoff from Equifax, the company
aggregated personal data sourced from multiple
public and private databases for sale to the gov-
ernment and the private sector. In 2005, it
became the target of a shareholder securities
class action alleging that the company had
misrepresented the security of the private data
it collected and sold. According to the allega-
tions of the shareholder complaint, California
law enforcement alerted Choice Point in
September 2004 that criminals had gained
access to its databases and were using stolen
personal information. In turn, this triggered
California’s requirement to notify consumers
of the theft of their personal information.21

According to the shareholder complaint,
after receiving this alert from California law
enforcement but before sending out the req-
uisite consumer notices, ChoicePoint con-
tinued to issue press releases and file reports
with the SEC that contained rote statements
concerning the company’s commitment to
protecting private information. In addition, a
number of senior officers sold millions of dol-
lars of stock. Then, in early February 2005,
without making any other public statement or
announcement, the company began mailing
the consumer notices required by California
law. Within a week, the media began report-
ing on the matter, and soon there was a series
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of news items and statements by the com-
pany that eventually disclosed that the breach
covered by the California notices extended
nationwide and had been preceded by similar
breaches in the past. The private shareholder
litigation commenced after an announcement
of investigations by both the SEC and the
FTC, and a drop in the company’s stock price.
After the company’s motion to dismiss the
shareholder litigation was denied, the case
eventually settled for $10 million.22

Securities Litigation Considerations

At the March 2014 SEC roundtable, private-
sector panelists expressed concern that requir-
ing increased disclosure of cybersecurity mat-
ters may lead to more shareholder class actions
and derivative lawsuits. As an example,
between 2005 and 2007, infamous hacker
Albert Gonzalez and his accomplices targeted
multiple companies, including TJX Companies
(T.J. Maxx, Marshalls, and other retail chains)
and Heartland Payment Sys tems.23 The data
breaches caused by Gon zalez’s group ulti-
mately resulted in the theft and sale of more
than 90 million credit and debit card account
numbers.24 While TJX disclosed the data
breach, other companies did not. As a result,
according to Douglas Meal, a panelist at the
SEC’s cybersecurity roundtable, TJX experi-
enced “all kinds” of litigation burdens while

other companies that had been breached by the
same hacking group did not.25

However, it is a dubious proposition that
the absence of cybersecurity disclosures will
insulate a company from shareholder litiga-
tion. As the SEC’s staff guidance and ongo-
ing review of cybersecurity issues make clear,
the SEC considers these issues to be within the
scope of existing disclosure requirements.
Therefore, a public company that fails to
address cybersecurity adequately in its fil-
ings will very likely find itself to be the sub-
ject of SEC scrutiny and, if a cyber incident
occurs, the lack of disclosure itself may result
in private shareholder litigation.

This point is illustrated by the case of
Wyndham Worldwide Corporation. WWC
was the target of a series of data breaches
from April 2008 to January 2010. These
breaches resulted in an investigation and a
high-profile lawsuit by the FTC, alleging that
WWC’s security practices were unfair and
deceptive.26 In 2014, a shareholder derivative
lawsuit was filed, piggybacking on these alle-
gations and seeking to bring breach of fidu-
ciary duty claims against WWC’s board of
directors and several of its executives (includ-
ing the general counsel).27 The shareholder
also complained that the company did not dis-
close the data breaches until it announced the
filing of the FTC’s lawsuit in a Form 10-Q

with the SEC in July 2012, more than two
and-a-half years after the occurrence of the
last breach.28 That disclosure was also the
subject of a comment letter sent by the SEC
a week after the Form 10-Q was filed. Noting
that WWC’s filing included a discussion of the
risk of future cyber incidents, and referring to
the October 2011 Corporate Finance disclo-
sure guidance, the August 1, 2012, comment
letter requested that, “[b]eginning with your
next Form 10-Q, please state that you have
experienced data breach incidents in the past
in order to provide the proper context for
your risk factor disclosure.”29

Ultimately, the question is not whether a
publicly held company should provide cyber-
security disclosures, but how it should do so
effectively. Heartland’s experience provides an
example of how disclosures can help defeat
shareholder litigation. In 2009, a group of
investors sued Heartland in the District Court
of New Jersey, alleging that Heartland had
fraudulently concealed the occurrence of the
data breach and fraudulently misrepresented
the general state of Heartland’s cybersecu-
rity.30 The court, evaluating Heartland’s
motion to dismiss, explained that omissions
are “only fraudulent in the presence of a
duty to disclose, which usually arises only
when there is insider trading, a statute requir-
ing disclosure, or an inaccurate, incomplete,
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or misleading prior disclosure.”31

Further, the court explained, “[T]here is no
general duty on the part of issuers to disclose
every material fact to investors.”32 Finding
that Heartland had no duty to disclose the
data breach when it occurred, the court deter-
mined that Heartland’s subsequent statements
regarding the general state of its security did
not amount to fraudulent concealments or
misrepresentations.33 In effect, the court rec-
ognized that there is no statute expressly requir-
ing the disclosure of cybersecurity incidents
and, so long as a company has not otherwise
made an inaccurate, incomplete, or misleading
disclosure on cybersecurity matters, no legal lia-
bility should attach to the failure to disclose.

As cybersecurity becomes a more critical
part of modern business, the laws and regu-
lations addressing cybersecurity will continue
to evolve. Whether this will lead to specific
new disclosure standards and requirements for
public companies in the United States, how-
ever, remains an open question. In the mean-
time, companies addressing these issues should
pay careful attention to the October 2011
guidance before deciding whether and how to
make disclosures. A step in the wrong direc-
tion—which could be either too much or too
little disclosure—may lead to greater litigation
risks or greater scrutiny from the SEC.       �
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